Alsace

CHÂTEAU DE L’ILE

T

This 19th Century castle is ideally situated within a
tree-linded bend in the Ill River, only 5 kilometres from
the European capital of Strasbourg and 6 kilometres
from its airport. With its half-timbered style and flowery
balconies, it reflects traditional Alsatian architecture and
is ideally suited for leisure or business tourism.

G uestrooms
62 spacious and quiet rooms
Different configurations are possible, depending on your
needs: single, double or twin, triple rooms…

R estauration
Different menus available for groups of 10 or more people :
 Stop lunch starting at 30 €
(2 courses menu, beverages not included)
 Other menus starting at 35 €
(3 courses menu, beverages not included)
On fine days, our terrace and shaded park by the river are
both enjoyable for a drink or a cocktail outdoor.

Strasbourg

Alsace
P O I N TS O F I N T E R E S T O F T H E R É G I O N
 Strasbourg : 10 minutes drive. Its historic centre is listed as UNESCO World Heritage.
Take a tour boat from the hotel and discover Strasbourg a different way !
 The Wine route : 20 minutes drive. Discover typical villages and taste famous Alsacian wines on the way.
(Obernai just 22 km away, Barr 28 km, Ottrott 30 km, …)
 Gingerbread museum at Gertwiller : 40 minutes away.
With its gingerbread traditional workshop, its boutique and folk art museum.
 Germany just 30 minutes away ! Come and discover the city of Offenbourg.

U N I QU E

Les

Get on board a tour boat directly from the
Château de l’Ile and discover Strasbourg
on the way.

I ndoor pool
Private and free parking (150 spots)
Private park of 4 acres on the riverside.
Tesla and electric car plugs

Strasbourg

ACCESS

CONTACTS

Train stations : Strasbourg TGV
(20 minutes drive)- Paris->Strasbourg 1h46 in TGV

CHATEAU DE L’ILE
4 Quai Heydt
67540 Strasbourg Ostwald
www.chateau-ile.com
Tel : 03.88.66.85.24 /34 /02

Airport : Strasbourg (20 minutes drive)
Highway A35 exit n°7 Ostwald-La Vigie

